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This Article examines if, and how, the laws of war apply to conflicts involving non-state actors—whether they are guerrilla groups, terrorist organizations or private military contractors. [FN1]

The lack of reciprocity prevailing in conflicts involving non-state actors raises the question of the applicability of the laws of war to these conflicts. “Reciprocity” in international law refers to the expectation by a belligerent state that other state parties to a conflict will respect similar legal and behavioral norms, such as non-use of prohibited weaponry, minimization of collateral damage, and humane treatment of prisoners of war. Non-state actors, which are not party to treaty-based norms regulating the conduct of war, cannot be assumed to operate on the basis of reciprocity. Given that reciprocity is the assumption underlying this entire body of law, the question arises of whether, in the absence of reciprocity, the law continues to apply. I answer this question in the affirmative. I argue that the involvement of non-state actors in warfare does not, in and of itself, affect the applicability of the laws of war. The only situation in which a state may not be bound by all of humanitarian law is when an opposing non-state party repeatedly violates international humanitarian law in an international armed conflict.

Having established the applicability of most, if not all, of international humanitarian law to most conflicts involving non-state actors, I analyze the application of the law to these actors. The application of the law is complicated by the fact that, when dealing with non-state actors, civilians and combatants may not be clearly distinguishable. In order to overcome this challenge, I argue for a more expansive interpretation of the concept of “combatant”—one which allows for the greater application of international humanitarian law to these actors, an easier implementation of the principle of distinction, and improved protection of civilian populations.

This interpretation draws on an expanded body of sources (religious, moral, historical and legal) designed to inform our understanding of the principle of distinction. I review the historical evolution of the principle, how it became fundamental to international humanitarian law, and how the concept of “combatant” evolved over time from an activity-based to a membership-based designation. I then examine the substance of the law as stated in the Geneva Conventions, [FN2] which diverge, I argue, from both earlier and subsequent characterizations of combatant status. I conclude by offering an interpretation of combatant status which would allow more non-state actors to accede to combatant status.

II. Reciprocity-Or the Applicability of the Laws of War to Non-State Actors

Borrowing from general international law, international humanitarian law builds on the notion that a state is generally willing to grant another state's citizens certain protections it wishes to be guaranteed to
its own. [FN3] In times of war, the laws of war seek to provide an incentive for states to limit inhumane treatment of enemies. Reciprocity, however, is much less of a concern to non-state actors. For a variety of reasons, the idea of reciprocal rights and duties simply does not translate well to entities that generally do not feel bound by international law. Absent reciprocity, do the laws of war apply to these non-state actors?

This section analyzes the implications of the breakdown of the reciprocal relationship between states and non-states. In Iraq, where both states and non-state actors are engaged in hostilities, there is no real expectation of reciprocity by any party. Does the absence of reciprocity, on which the laws of war are based, imply that the laws of war cease to be applicable to the conflict? At the heart of the issue is the question of whether the laws of war should be regarded as a set of interdependent obligations or as unilateral and unconditional undertakings. [FN4]

Discussions of the importance of reciprocity on the laws of war abound, often in the context of terrorist organizations or guerrilla groups. But the question is also relevant to other non-state entities found on the modern battlefield, such as private military contractors. Taking into account the prominence of non-state actors today, reciprocity constitutes a threshold issue in the applicability of the laws of war to an increasing number of conflicts.

I argue that in the vast majority of cases reciprocity has minimal relevance. Despite the conflicting messages provided by the laws of war on the role of reciprocity, such laws envisage only one situation in which a state is no longer required to comply with humanitarian law: *330 when, in an international armed conflict, the state fights against a non-state actor that neither accepts nor applies the law. Even in such a situation, certain principles continue to apply. Thus, I conclude, only part of humanitarian law would cease to apply in the limited circumstances where a state is fighting a non-compliant non-state entity as part of an international armed conflict. In all other situations and conflicts, the absence of reciprocity would have no effect on the applicability of the laws of war. This conclusion, which acknowledges the limited role of reciprocity, echoes the humanitarian concerns embedded into the laws of war.

A. Reciprocity in International Humanitarian Law: An Ambivalent and Evolving Position

Determining whether the absence of reciprocity is fatal to the application of international humanitarian law comes down to establishing what the true objective of the law is: is it meant to advance the interests of states in certain, limited, circumstances, or is it meant to protect civilians in all armed conflicts? Each of these positions embodies an essential purpose of the laws of war. The Geneva Conventions were drafted by states for states, creating a set of expectations and reassurances on which states can rely in time of war. The underlying assumption is that a State Party will comply with the laws of war in the hope that the other party will, too. [FN5] Under this logic, the entire purpose of the laws of war is that they are agreed to and observed by both sides. [FN6] Translated into legal terms, this would mean that the obligations set forth by international humanitarian law are interdependent; namely, when a party violates its side of the bargain the other party ceases to be bound: “[r]eciprocity refers to the interdependence of obligations assumed by participants within the schemes created by a legal system.” [FN7] Or, as Richard Wasserstrom puts it, “one side must do, or thinks it must do, whatever the other side does.” [FN8]
But what happens when, to paraphrase Wasserstrom, one side does not do what the other side does? In such cases, those who regard international humanitarian law exclusively as a state-to-state legal vehicle, and consider that the obligations it sets forth are interdependent, will view the absence of reciprocity as fatal to the *331 applicability of the laws of war. [FN9]

An opposing line of thinking shifts the focus of the law from the state to the individual, and holds that the purpose of humanitarian law is primarily humanitarian. [FN10] Protecting civilians in times of war was without question among the most significant factors driving the elaboration of the Geneva Conventions. The focus on the individual, as opposed to the state, is often regarded as the raison d' tre of the Geneva Conventions. [FN11] In this context, suspending the application of the laws of war in cases of non-reciprocity would negate its humanitarian character and would be damaging to the protection of civilians. [FN12] Even when one party does not respect its side of the bargain, the other party still must remain bound by its own.

I argue that this latter view is ascendant, even though the Geneva Conventions and the Additional Protocols may have been understood differently (and as more reciprocal in nature) by their drafters. During the drafting sessions of the Geneva Conventions of 1949, the question arose whether the conventions would apply to conflicts between a signatory state and an entity (state or otherwise) which had not ratified the Geneva Conventions. [FN13] The U.S. delegation had suggested to “draft the reciprocity clause by saying that the Convention[s] would apply if the insurgent civil authority declared it would observe it.” [FN14] The Special Committee entrusted with the task of resolving this question concluded that a contracting state is not bound to apply the Convention in its relations with an entity that neither recognizes itself as being bound by *332 the Convention nor abides by it in practice. [FN15]

The present formulation of Article 2, common to all four Geneva Conventions (Common Article 2), reflects these considerations:

Although one of the Powers in conflict may not be a party to the present Convention, the Powers who are parties thereto shall remain bound by it in their mutual relations. They shall furthermore be bound by the Convention in relation to the said Power, if the latter accepts and applies the provisions thereof. [FN16]

Common Article 2 embodies one of the few instances in which the laws of war contemplate situations where reciprocity is lacking-in this case, between a belligerent state that has ratified the Geneva Conventions and another entity, also involved in the conflict, but not a party to them. [FN17] Common Article 2 enjoins state parties to continue to apply the Geneva Conventions “in their mutual relations” among themselves. [FN18] As for their relationship vis-a-vis a non-signatory (referred to as a “Power” to distinguish non-signatory states from “Contracting Parties”), a signatory is bound to comply only if the non-signatory “accepts and applies the provisions” of the Geneva Conventions. [FN19] Common Article 2 thus provides valuable insight by (1) providing for “bilateral reciprocity even within a multilateral, interstate war”; and (2) subjecting the Geneva Conventions' application to a minimum amount of reciprocity on the part of a non-signatory party. [FN20]

While the letter of Article 2 requires a certain degree of reciprocity as a prerequisite to the applica-
bility of the Geneva Conventions, since 1949 views have shifted toward a non-reciprocal conception of compliance. In the well-respected Commentary of Jean Pictet to the Geneva Conventions, for example, the case is made that the conventions

are coming to be regarded less and less as contracts concluded on a basis of reciprocity in the national interests of the parties, and more and more as a solemn affirmation of principles respected for their own sake, a series of unconditional engagements on the *333* part of each of the Contracting Parties “vis-a-vis” the others. [FN21]

That a state must at all times comply with the laws of war—even when an opposing party does not—has indeed become the prevailing view. In recent forays of the U.N. Human Rights Council into the field of international humanitarian law, the Human Rights Council has placed absolute obligations on states to comply with international law even in the clear absence of reciprocity. When addressing the ongoing conflict in Sri Lanka, the Human Rights Council emphasized the obligation for all parties—including the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam—to respect norms of international humanitarian law regardless of reciprocity. [FN22] The Human Rights Council condemned the use of human shields by the non-state group, but did not consider how this might affect the obligations of the government forces in Sri Lanka. [FN23] Further illustrating the declining role of reciprocity is the report of the mission led by Judge Richard Goldstone on Operation Cast Lead. [FN24] The report does not consider that the conduct of a belligerent (in that case, Israel) should be analyzed differently in light of the other party’s (Hamas) disregard for humanitarian law. [FN25] The lack of reciprocity has no apparent bearing on the scope of Israel’s obligations under the law. Setting aside jurisdictional questions regarding the Human Rights Council’s authority to opine on matters squarely within the realm of humanitarian law, the Human Rights Council’s findings only strengthen the growing belief that humanitarian obligations are not interdependent.

Also minimizing the legal relevance of reciprocity in war are the “grave breaches” provisions common to all four Geneva Conventions: “No High Contracting Party shall be allowed to absolve itself or any other High Contracting Party of any liability incurred by itself or by another High Contracting Party in respect of breaches referred to in the preceding Article.” [FN26] These breaches are defined by the Geneva *334* Conventions as: “wilful killing, torture or inhuman treatment, including biological experiments, wilfully causing great suffering or serious injury to body or health, and extensive destruction and appropriation of property, not justified by military necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly” committed against persons or property protected by the relevant convention. [FN27] The Grave Breaches Provisions are, to a large extent, reciprocity neutralizers. Reciprocity no longer has any role to play when it comes to grave breaches of humanitarian law. As Mark Osiel explains, “[i]t is immaterial, when one’s own violations are judged, that one's military opponent committed the same breaches.” [FN28] Echoing this view, Rene Provost writes that “the fact that High Contracting Parties cannot absolve each other of responsibility for grave breaches of the 1949 Geneva Conventions underscores the non-bilateral, erga omnes character of some obligations under humanitarian law.” [FN29]

Article 1 of the Geneva Conventions (Common Article 1) lends further support to the view that the obligations imposed by the laws of war are unilateral and non-reciprocal. It provides that “[t]he High Contracting Parties undertake to respect and to ensure respect for the present Convention in all circumstances.” [FN30] This undertaking, Rene Provost notes, “is not based on any consideration in the form of
the creation of similar obligations on behalf of other state parties to the Conventions and Protocol."

[FN31]

Taken together, Common Article 1, the Grave Breaches Provisions, and recent statements by the Human Rights Council support the application of humanitarian law even in the absence of a reciprocal relationships between belligerents. But what can be made of the letter of Common Article 2 itself which, as noted above, exempts states from their obligations vis-a-vis non-states that neither accept nor apply humanitarian law?

A distinction must thus be made, in international armed conflicts, between non-signatory parties that operate in disregard of the Geneva Conventions and those that adhere to the Geneva Conventions. Private security and military companies provide a good example of entities that have expressed a wish to abide and be bound by the laws of war. Some companies have adopted internal policies that refer explicitly to the Geneva Conventions or to the laws of war more generally. [FN32] Others *335 have publicly expressed their commitment to international law and have become involved in efforts to regulate the private security and military industry. [FN33] Members of the main industry association, for example, are “encouraged to follow all rules of international humanitarian law and human rights law that are applicable as well as all relevant international protocols and conventions,” including the Geneva Conventions and their Protocols. [FN34] While such self-regulation is not devoid of weaknesses, the efforts and declared intention of military contractors should generally be taken as meeting the requirement of Common Article 2 with respect to reciprocity. In other words, military contractors may fall within the category of non-signatories who are not parties to the Geneva Conventions but “accept and apply” the provisions thereof. In international armed conflicts involving such companies, states are certainly under an obligation to apply all of international humanitarian law.

In contrast to private military companies, which increasingly embrace the laws of war, transnational terror networks neither accept nor apply international humanitarian law. The very modus operandi of such networks contradicts the spirit of the laws of war (their declared targets are often civilians or civilian infrastructure). In an armed conflict against a terrorist organization that neither accepts nor applies the laws of war, Common Article 2 implies that the state is not bound to respect such laws. Ignoring, for the sake of argument, the countervailing view of Common Article 1 and the Grave Breaches Provisions, the question *336 arises whether, under Common Article 2 itself, a state may cease to be bound by all or part of humanitarian law. Do the laws of war continue to apply at all in an international armed conflict pitting a state against a noncompliant non-state entity, such as al Qaeda, for example?

In recent years, a consensus has emerged that certain humanitarian norms apply to all actors in all armed conflicts. Defining these minimum standards goes beyond the scope of this paper but it should be noted that the “Minimum Humanitarian Standards” defined by Judge Meron and the Turku Declaration of 1990 constitute pertinent examples of this trend. [FN35] The “Minimum Humanitarian Standards” applicable to all actors in all conflicts would echo and expand Article 75 of Additional Protocol I, which provides that captives in international armed conflicts who are not entitled to prisoner of war status shall be treated humanely in all circumstances and shall enjoy, at a minimum, the protection

provided by this Article without any adverse distinction based upon race, colour, sex, language, religion or belief, political or other opinion, national or social origin, wealth, birth or other status, or on any other similar criteria. [FN36]

Article 75 further provides that “[e]ach Party shall respect the person, honour, convictions and religious practices of all such persons,” and prohibits “at any time and at any place” the threat and infliction of violence, murder, torture, corporal punishment, mutilation, the taking of hostages, and collective punishment. [FN37] It also provides guarantees in cases of arrest or detention, and criminal convictions. The commitment of Additional Protocol I to the concept of minimal protection for all is most apparent in Article 75(7)(b), which provides that persons accused of war crimes or crimes against humanity shall be protected “whether or not the crimes of which they are accused constitute grave breaches of the Conventions or of this Protocol.” [FN38] This provision illustrates the broad scope of application of Article 75—even individuals who have committed grave violations of humanitarian law benefit from its protections. [FN39]

That a set of minimum protections is available to all actors in all armed conflicts also transpires from Article 3 common to the four Geneva Conventions (Common Article 3) applicable to non-international armed conflicts: “[p]ersons taking no active part in the hostilities, including members of armed forces who have laid down their arms and those placed hors de combat by sickness, wounds, detention, or any other cause, shall in all circumstances be treated humanely.” [FN40]

To conclude, while the Geneva Conventions communicate apparently contradictory messages on the reciprocity of obligations under the law, by their own terms they contemplate the suspension of the laws of war only in the most limited of circumstances—namely in the case of international armed conflicts involving states and non-state entities that neither accept nor apply humanitarian law. Even in these limited circumstances, the “suspension” of the laws of war is only partial: the core obligations to distinguish between civilian and military objectives and avoid causing unnecessary harm and suffering, for example, continue to apply. That a minimal set of unilateral obligations apply to states in all conflicts, involving all types of actors, is supported by the letter and spirit of Common Article 1 (“[h]igh Contracting Parties undertake to respect and to ensure respect for the present Convention in all circumstances”), the reasoning of the Pictet Commentary (regarding the Geneva Conventions as a “series of unconditional engagements”), the declarations of the U.N. Human Rights Council (not taking into account the disregard by a non-state entity of its obligations when analyzing the obligations of the opposing state), Article 75 of Additional Protocol I (affording human treatment to all in international armed conflicts), Common Article 3 (affording human treatment to all in non-international armed conflicts), and a growing amount of state practice. [FN41] In other words, the conflicting messages given by the laws of war themselves as to the role of reciprocity can be resolved by saying that in the vast majority of conflicts, all (or at least part) of humanitarian law applies without any condition of reciprocity.

B. Note on Non-International Armed Conflict

To this point, I have dealt primarily with the relevance of reciprocity in international armed conflicts. [FN42] In non-international armed conflicts, the role of reciprocity must be assessed by reference to the specific norms governing such conflicts. [FN43]
Norms applicable to non-international armed conflicts are contained in Common Article 3 and Additional Protocol II to the Geneva Conventions (Additional Protocol II). [FN44] Unlike Common Article 2, Common Article 3 includes no reference to cases in which one party to the conflict may not behave in accordance with the laws of war. [FN45] Why did the drafters not include a reference to reciprocity in cases of non-*339 international armed conflict as they did in Common Article 2? In non-international armed conflicts, by definition, a state is fighting against an entity that is not party to the Geneva Conventions (or two non-state groups are fighting each other). The existence of a non-international armed conflict inherently suggests a non-reciprocal relationship between the warring parties. Yet, the purpose of Common Article 3 and Additional Protocol II is precisely to extend the application of the laws of war to such conflicts. There was no reason to indicate that humanitarian law applies to non-state entities or to states that are not party to the Geneva Conventions since the objective of these instruments was precisely to subject this type of non-reciprocal, non-symmetrical, conflict to the laws of war without any condition of reciprocity.

In non-international armed conflicts, therefore, there is no need to distinguish between entities that comply with the law and those that do not. Whether terrorist organizations or private military companies or some other kind of actor are involved, and whether or not they respect the law, Common Article 3 (and, when appropriate, Additional Protocol II) applies. Because non-international armed conflict takes into account the lack of reciprocity ab initio, the applicability of the laws of war is never conditioned upon reciprocity between the parties to such conflicts. [FN46]

The table below summarizes how reciprocity or the lack thereof affects the application of the laws of war to armed conflicts involving non-state actors:

| TABULAR OR GRAPHIC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT THIS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE

**340** As the table shows, the absence of reciprocity affects the application of humanitarian law rules only in international armed conflicts involving entities that openly disregard the laws of war. While Common Article 2 suggests that the Geneva Conventions do not apply to such situations, other provisions of the Geneva Conventions (the Grave Breaches Provisions, for example) and subsequent developments in humanitarian law indicate that its core norms still apply. [FN47] To paraphrase Louis Henkin, it might therefore be said that almost all of international humanitarian law applies to almost all armed conflicts involving non-state actors, almost all of the time. [FN48] The only conflicts in which part of international humanitarian law (and not all of it) might be suspended or relaxed are international armed conflicts involving states and noncompliant non-state entities. Even in these conflicts, the absence of reciprocity does not render the laws of war wholly inapplicable. At the very least, humanitarian law provides minimum protections and obligations to all actors in all armed conflicts. In other words, the absence of reciprocity among the parties should not, in the overwhelming majority of cases, constitute an obstacle to the **341** application of the laws of war in conflicts involving non-state actors. What remains to be determined is how certain rules (such as proportionality and targeting) might be relaxed in light of the provisions (and limited circumstances) envisaged by Common Article 2.

### III. Distinction-Or the Application of the Laws of War to Non-state Actors

The laws of war rest on the fundamental assumption that a distinction can (and should) be made between civilians and combatants. Many of the rules governing the conduct of war stem from this absolute distinction, such as, for example, the rules determining which targets are legitimate. The principle of distinction also underpins the rights and obligations of individuals in times of war—such as civilian immunity, prisoner-of-war status, and the protected status of religious and medical personnel. Undoubtedly, the principle of distinction worked well enough when war was a state-to-state affair, with dueling sovereigns or empires battling for territory or treasure on clearly delineated battlefields. Adopted in 1949 in the wake of the First and Second World Wars, the Geneva Conventions crystallized this view of warfare—regulating war by clearly defining the rights and obligations of civilians and combatants, which they treat as separate and identifiable groups. The assumption that civilians and combatants are easily distinguishable in war resulted from the recent experience of the state parties with conflicts between large, standing armies at the service of sovereign states. Generally speaking, and setting aside the case of partisans (also a product of Second World War experiences), the Geneva Conventions envisage the active involvement of non-state actors in warfare only to deny them the legal benefits afforded to ordinary soldiers.

But the modern battlefield is different than that contemplated by the Geneva Conventions and earlier international instruments. Modern warfare features an array of non-state participants playing central roles in hostilities, often with substantial resources and firepower at their disposal. From guerrilla and terrorist groups in South Asia, to American military contractors in Iraq and human shields in Gaza, the legal status of the varied participants in modern conflicts is less clear-cut than in the past. This is particularly the case in fluid urban battle zones, where combatants can easily find shelter among, hide behind, or blend into civilian populations. Distinguishing between civilians and combatants in these situations—even at the level of theory—is increasingly difficult. Non-state actors find themselves somewhere along the spectrum of the traditional “black and white” civilian/combatant divide, though the laws of war do not contemplate a spectrum but rather clear-cut categories.

Consider, for example, the case of private military contractors, tens of thousands of whom support U.S. forces in Iraq, Afghanistan, and elsewhere. The range of tasks entrusted to these actors illustrates the problems inherent in the distinctions set forth in international legal instruments. While not part of a standing army, private military contractors are a far cry from ordinary civilians. Contractors perform activities ranging from preparing food and building bases to delivering armaments and fuel, planning combat operations alongside ordinary troops, gathering intelligence, providing personal security for senior military and civilian officials of belligerents, and training soldiers in the use of military hardware. By virtue of the environment they operate in, the activities they perform, and their close relationship with armed forces, military contractors are in practice more akin to combatants than they are to civilians. And yet the Geneva Conventions generally regard them as civilians because they do not meet the formal requirements of combatant status. Only in limited circumstances are they treated as civilians directly participating in hostilities—a status which does not allow for any predictability, but which at least recognizes that they constitute legitimate targets.
Their legal status is in stark contrast to the reality on the ground: in the eyes of the “enemy,” contractors are clearly allied with the armed forces they are hired to support. [FN54] However deliberate their attempts to *343 steer clear of combat, private contractors do take part in military activities on or near the battlefield. Telling examples include the involvement of Vinnell Corporation employees in repelling Saudi rebels in 1979, [FN55] and the 2003 capture of employees of California Microwave Systems by the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (known as FARC) while conducting a surveillance mission on behalf of the Colombian government. [FN56] In such cases, it is extremely difficult for friendly or enemy forces (or, for that matter, for outside observers) to determine whether the contractors are civilians or combatants. The application of the current laws of war to these actors often leads to absurd or inconsistent outcomes.

The situation with terrorist organizations is even more complex, because they tend to be well-integrated into and make extensive use of civilian populations. They might even view themselves as civilians, engaging in combat activities only episodically. Terrorist groups make tactical use of civilians to hide from their enemies; they target civilian populations to achieve political and military objectives; and they sometimes draw fire upon civilians to arouse public sentiment. They often “rejoin” the civilian population immediately after engaging in hostile acts by simply putting down a weapon and walking home. It is difficult to identify terrorists-to-be before attacks are actually carried out, and any attempt at stopping them may lead to civilian casualties. [FN57]

Today's accepted legal tools do not allow for a straightforward, before-the-fact, or consistent determination of a non-state actor's legal status. As they are presently interpreted, the Geneva Conventions set *344 forth a view of combatant status that is highly formalistic, membership-based, and excludes a number of non-state entities from the definition. In a provision widely held as defining the meaning of combatant, Article 4 of the Third Geneva Convention enumerates the categories of persons entitled to prisoner of war status as including:

(1) Members of the armed forces of a Party to the conflict, as well as members of militias or volunteer corps forming part of such armed forces.

(2) Members of other militias and members of other volunteer corps, including those of organized resistance movements, belonging to a Party to the conflict and operating in or outside their own territory, even if this territory is occupied, provided that such militias or volunteer corps, including such organized resistance movements, fulfill the following conditions:

(a) that of being commanded by a person responsible for his subordinates;
(b) that of having a fixed distinctive sign recognizable at a distance;
(c) that of carrying arms openly;
(d) that of conducting their operations in accordance with the laws and customs of war. [FN58]

Though widely embraced, this definition is problematic, if not anachronistic. The requirements set forth by Article 4 of the Third Geneva Convention are difficult to apply in practice. To take only one example, it is far from clear whether contractors meet the “recognizable at a distance” test. Most contractors do wear company hats or polo shirts with the company logo, but is this sufficient to be recognizable “at a distance” as required by Article 4?
One of the difficulties with the Geneva Conventions-and the Third Geneva Convention in particular-is that they focus on membership in identifiable and organized armed groups as the touchstone of combatant status. In other words, the Geneva Conventions, as commonly understood, focus not on a person's activity but on his or her membership status: only soldiers and their like are considered combatants.

I argue that a contemporary reading of the Geneva Conventions requires placing the four conditions set forth by Article 4 in context, and that a substantial amount of history and moral tradition must be read into the text. I also argue that recent additions to the Geneva Conventions, in particular Additional Protocol I of 1977, should inform our understanding of the Conventions (and particularly, the Third Geneva Convention). Non-state actors should fall within an expansive understanding of combatant status if we are “to respect and to ensure respect for this Protocol in all circumstances” \[FN59\] as the principle of distinction requires.

A. Early Formulations of the Principle of Distinction

The principle of distinction is an age-old principle. As Geoffrey Best notes:

From as far back as there is written evidence of the laws of peoples and the decrees of kings come examples of injunctions to distinguish in combat between warriors and the rest: between the arms-bearing, “combatant” part of society, the part which alone made it able to conduct war, and the other “non-combatant” parts whose contribution to war-making could be at most indirect and, in the case of those old men, women, and children who have always figured as the essential non-combatants, probably not even that. \[FN60\]

This passage captures well the nature of warfare in past centuries when large standing armies met on battlefields removed from population centers and the bulk of an army's troops wielded muskets, cannons, and swords. \[FN61\] The laws of war derive from this traditional view of warfare, establishing a clear distinction between civilians and combatants in order to protect the former based on their non-participation in the war effort.

A number of ancient and widely-embraced codes already required that belligerents exercise care not to kill civilians. Although each civilization expressed this requirement slightly differently, the motivation remained the same: to spare civilians from the brutality of warfare. While the injunction to avoid harming civilians was sometimes couched in legal terms, often it was no more than the expression of a moral or ethical duty on the part of the warring parties. \[FN62\] The origins of noncombatant immunity, in other words, are not exclusively legal.

As Best points out, most deserving of protection against hostilities \[346\] were women and children. \[FN63\] From the earliest times, women and children have been regarded as a protected category of persons. The Old Testament provides a valuable illustration of this special status in the chapter of Deuteronomy setting out the rules applicable in wars waged against “cities that are very distant from you.” \[FN64\] In these wars, fighters were allowed to “strike every male thereof by the . . . edge of the sword,” but they were told that “women, . . . the little ones, the livestock, and all that is in the city, even all the spoil
Theft thereof. [you shall] take to yourself . . . .” [FN65] Similarly placing an emphasis on the treatment of women and children, Mohamed's successor, Caliph Abu-Bakhr, urged the Muslim Arab army invading Christian Syria in 634 A.D. not to mutilate or kill a child, man, or woman. [FN66] These examples are not meant to suggest that the Abrahamic religions only advocated peace and protection. They did, however, establish a distinction between who ought to be killed or spared as part of a divinely justified war.

Only later did early just war theorists give a legal dimension to what religious teachings and morality had identified as the limits of warfare. In its effort to establish rules governing the conduct of war, early legal scholarship focused on the elaboration of specific guidelines on who could be killed in war. This long process—which eventually led to the codification of the principle of distinction—began in the fifth century with the prominent philosopher and theologian St. Augustine. Although St. Augustine did not distinguish between soldiers and combatants, he developed the concepts (and terminology) that others after him used to shape noncombatant immunity. [FN67] Following in St. Augustine's footsteps, St. Thomas Aquinas took two important steps when he proclaimed in the thirteenth century that “it is in no way lawful to slay the innocent.” [FN68] First, he set forth the notion that certain acts ought to be prohibited in all wars, whether just or unjust. [FN69] Second, he established categories among enemy nationals, distinguishing between those who are innocent (and can never be killed), and those who are guilty (and *347 can be killed). [FN70]

Progressively, innocence and the bearing of arms became the yardsticks for noncombatant immunity. In the period spanning from the late tenth to thirteenth centuries, the Church adopted regulations granting immunity from violence to the clergy, peasants, merchants, children, women, and, more generally, anyone not bearing arms. [FN71] As for the concept of innocence, while it remained at the heart of noncombatant immunity, it became understood independently of the notion of punitive war. Instead of conceiving war as a way to punish the enemy—both combatants and civilians—Hugo Grotius promoted the laws of war as a set of rules founded in custom and natural justice applicable even to those on the unjust side of war. [FN72] While some of his predecessors had touched on the subject, Grotius was the first to give strong and sustained force to the argument that restraint, moderation, and compassion should apply to all belligerents in times of war. [FN73] While immunity had been conceived as an attribute of those waging a just war, Grotius argued that restraint should also be exercised toward innocent enemy civilians (i.e., those who are not armed or immediately harmful). [FN74]

Jean-Jacques Rousseau's formulation of the principle of distinction in the eighteenth century further highlighted the importance of bearing arms when distinguishing between civilians and combatants. Rousseau's formulation of noncombatant immunity was couched in universal, non-legal, and non-religious terms, and it distinguished the soldier who carries his weapon, on one hand, and the “man” who has laid it down, on the other:

Since the purpose of war is to destroy the enemy State, it is legitimate to kill the latter's defenders so long as they are carrying arms; but as soon as they lay them down and surrender, they cease to be enemies or agents of the enemy, and again become mere men, and it is no longer legitimate to take their lives. [FN75]

*348 Moving beyond just war theory, Rousseau established (and durably so) that there are two
categories of enemy nationals: while those “who are carrying arms” deserve to die, others deserve to be protected. Protection from attack, in other words, is to be granted to civilians on both sides of a conflict. With Rousseau, the principle of distinction—and the importance of bearing arms at its core—was firmly established.

A century later the principle of distinction was finally formulated in legal terms with the drafting of the Lieber Code, a pamphlet prepared by the jurist Francis Lieber at the request of General Henry Wager Halleck, General-in-Chief of the Union Armies during the American Civil War. [FN76] It is the first document which can be said to have codified the laws of war. [FN77] The Lieber Code could not have phrased the principle of distinction in clearer terms: “[a]ll enemies in regular war are divided into two general classes—that is to say, into combatants and noncombatants, or unarmed citizens of the hostile government.” [FN78]

Building on Grotius, the Lieber Code emphasized that restraint should be exercised even vis-a-vis enemy noncombatants. [FN79] Building on Rousseau, it defined noncombatants as “unarmed citizens of the hostile government.” [FN80] All subsequent legal pronouncements governing the conduct of war reiterate the essential distinction established by the Lieber Code between civilians and combatants. [FN81]

Most remarkable is the definition of armed forces provided by the Hague Regulations of 1907 as consisting of both combatants and noncombatants. [FN82] This definition implies that only members of the armed forces actually involved in combat constitute legitimate targets. [FN83] The Hague Regulations provide that the activity performed by the *349 soldier matters, at least for purposes of targeting (note that all members of the armed forces irrespective of the type of activity they perform—are entitled to prisoner of war status under the Hague Regulations). [FN84] Subsequent legal instruments abandoned this activity-based approach to combatant status in favor of one based upon membership.

On the whole, early formulations of the laws of war provide valuable insight into the considerations that guided the development of combatant status—innocence, harmlessness and the bearing of arms. The activity-based definition of combatant status embedded in the 1907 Hague Regulations not only reflected these considerations, but also lent support to the view that activity ought to play a role in identifying those entitled to combatant status. [FN85] According to this conception of combatant status, certain non-state actors (in particular those who engage in military activities on behalf of a state) would qualify today for combatant status.

B. The Principle of Distinction as Formulated in the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocol I

The Hague Regulations and early formulations of the principle of distinction took into consideration the nature of the activity in which individuals were engaged, in particular whether they bore arms and were involved in combat. [FN86] But in the wake of two world wars fought largely by opposing conventional forces, with millions dead in indiscriminate attacks on civilian infrastructure, and following the detention of hundreds of thousands of uniformed soldiers, the Geneva Conventions of 1949 shifted the focus from an actor's activity to membership. [FN87] The Third Geneva Convention views combatant
status through the prism of large-scale conventional warfare: all members of the armed forces are combatants, regardless of what their function within the armed forces might be. [FN88]

What is more, the Geneva Conventions define combatants in an inconvenient place: the conditions of accession to combatant status are set forth in the Third Geneva Convention, which deals with prisoners of war. [FN89] This less than ideal confusion between the concept of combatant and the protection of prisoner of war is at the heart of the Geneva *350* Conventions. The Geneva Conventions' drafters, mindful that the new treaties conferred benefits upon captured combatants, were reluctant to extend the benefits of prisoner of war status to any but the most legitimate, well-trained, and accountable parties. It is for this reason that under Article 4 only “members of the armed forces of a Party to the conflict” (and similar actors operating under similar conditions) qualify as combatants. [FN90] The only exception (i.e., a non-state actor not operating under such strict conditions, but nevertheless entitled to prisoner of war status) is based on the model of partisans-allied, it should be recalled, with the victors of the Second World War. [FN91]

The development of the laws of war, however, did not end in 1949. With awareness of the narrowness of the Third Geneva Convention and, given the backdrop of the wars of liberation and guerrilla movements of the 1960s and 1970s, the Additional Protocols to the Geneva Conventions were adopted in 1977 with a far more expansive view of both armed conflict and combatant status. [FN92] Placing a greater emphasis on activity, Article 43(1) of Additional Protocol I provides that:

The armed forces of a Party to a conflict consist of all organized armed forces, groups and units which are under a command responsible to that Party for the conduct of its subordinates, even if that Party is represented by a government or an authority not recognized by an adverse Party. Such armed forces shall be subject to an internal disciplinary system which, inter alia, shall enforce compliance with the rules of international law applicable in armed conflict. [FN93]

This definition of armed forces widens the scope of actors entitled to combatant status. Under Article 43's expanded definition, an indirect or implicit relationship between a non-state entity and a state party can *351* establish combatant status. [FN94] In place of the four conditions required by the Geneva Conventions, Additional Protocol I only requires that two conditions be met: (1) responsible command under a Party to the conflict, and (2) behavior in accordance with the laws of war. [FN95] Gone are the requirements to wear uniforms or carry weapons openly. Such requirements are no longer relevant to identify combatants for purposes of targeting; they only matter “with respect to a combatant's entitlement to prisoner of war status.” [FN96]

Setting aside continuing disagreement over the benefits afforded to non-state combatants (i.e., Hezbollah or al-Qaeda) or the status of Article 43 of Additional Protocol I as customary international law, [FN97] Additional Protocol I certainly marks a return to the traditional meaning of combatant as characterizing harmful individuals, bearing arms, and posing a threat.

The practice of certain states shows that this shift in the direction of a more activity-based definition of combatant is gaining ground. Military manuals of Germany and the United States (importantly not a party to Additional Protocol I), for example, point out that there can be non-combatant members of the
armed forces besides medical and religious personnel (i.e., members of the armed forces who do not have any combat mission). [FN98]

We should therefore be circumspect about using the formal, membership-based, standards of Article 4 of the Third Geneva Convention to define who is a combatant and who is a civilian generally, and keep in mind the historical context surrounding the adoption of the Geneva Conventions. The Third Geneva Convention is substantially focused on who is entitled to benefit from prisoner of war status; it became the touchstone of combatant status only because combatant and noncombatant are not defined elsewhere in the Conventions. But the rationale that guided the crystallization of the principle of distinction underlies the Geneva Conventions—protecting innocent, harmless, individuals—can be instructive in characterizing battlefield protagonists. Similarly, definitions of combatant status adopted after 1949 (whether or not accepted by all states) can shed light on the meaning of Article 4 of the Third Geneva *352 Convention. [FN99]

In particular, it is helpful to turn to Additional Protocol I when interpreting the phrase “belonging to a Party to the conflict” contained in Article 4 of the Third Geneva Convention. Article 4 provides that “members of other militias and members of other volunteer corps, including those of organized resistance movements, belonging to a Party to the conflict and operating in or outside their own territory” are combatants, provided that such groups meet the required four conditions. [FN100] Depending on the interpretation of the phrase “belonging to a Party to the conflict,” certain non-state actors on today's battlefields might therefore qualify as combatants. [FN101]

Even before Additional Protocol I was adopted, it was accepted that neither a formal incorporation into the state's forces nor the authorization of all of the armed group's activities by the state was required for an armed group to “belong to a Party to the conflict” in the meaning of Article 4. At the time, a de facto relationship between the armed group and a party to the conflict was deemed sufficient to meet such requirement. [FN102]

With Additional Protocol I, the type of relationship required between the armed group and the state became even looser. Under Article 43 of Additional Protocol I, the definition of combatants encompasses all organized forces, groups and units which are under a command responsible to that party for the conduct of its subordinates, have an internal disciplinary system, and respect international humanitarian law. [FN103] By conferring combatant status to armed groups under a command responsible to a party to the conflict, Article 43(1) retroactively sheds light on the meaning of the phrase “belonging to a party to the conflict” of Article 4 of the Third Geneva Convention: “belonging to a party to the conflict” essentially means being in a relationship of subordination with a belligerent state (i.e., receiving *353 orders from such state, including through contract, or fighting alongside the state's armed forces). [FN104] As a result, Additional Protocol I is commonly understood as conferring combatant status to the members of a non-state group fighting on behalf and with the agreement of a party to the conflict. [FN105]

Private military contractors, like those operating on behalf of the United States in Iraq, are a particularly good example of why the interpretation of “belonging to a Party to the conflict” matters. There is little doubt that employees of Xe (formerly Blackwater), Aegis, or DynCorp operating alongside Amer-
ican forces in Iraq might be considered as “belonging to a Party to the conflict,” especially when such phrase is interpreted in light of Article 43 of Additional Protocol I. They would also, as noted above, meet that Article's second condition of having an internal disciplinary system capable of enforcing compliance with the laws of war.

Back to Article 4, it seems that the relaxed standards of Additional Protocol I (which require only that they operate under a party to the conflict and that their behavior is in accordance with the laws of war) call for a less restrictive interpretation of Article 4’s requirements with respect to these actors’ command structure, their obedience to the laws of war, or their dress (as noted above private military contractors might not, strictly speaking, display “a fixed, distinctive sign recognizable at a distance”). [FN106]

The status of terrorists and members of guerrilla groups under the Geneva Conventions is more problematic. Except in the most unusual cases (a uniformed, disciplined, openly armed, and legally-compliant guerrilla army reporting to a state), these actors would not meet the conditions of Article 4. They would also have difficulty meeting the more relaxed definition of Additional Protocol I, though one can imagine a terrorist organization or guerrilla group operating on behalf of a Party to the conflict that acts generally in accordance with the laws of war (i.e., targeting exclusively military forces and infrastructure). As the laws are formulated and interpreted today, any attempt at making such actors fit within the civilian/combatant divide requires convoluted legal exercises.

I would argue that in the case of terrorists, members of guerillas, and private military contractors alike, we should look to the principles underpinning the Geneva Conventions and earlier formulations of the principle of distinction for guidance. As the battlefield has evolved, as non-state actors have proliferated, and as the destructive capacity of irregulars has exponentially increased, we should endeavor to subject all non-state actors to the laws of war. This does not necessarily entail extending to them prisoner of war status. It does, however, suggest we step back from the purely status-based definition of Article 4 of the Third Geneva Convention in favor of a more activity-based conception of combatant status.

While the tendency today is to regard the restrictive interpretation of the definition of combatant as set in stone, the analysis conducted in this Article reminds us of the dynamic approach to combatant status. From the earliest legal pronouncements which emphasized the nature of the threat posed by combatants, the Geneva Conventions marked a shift toward membership as the touchstone of combatant status. Later, Additional Protocol I loosened the criteria of Article 4 to embrace a wider range of actors, reverting to a more activity-based conception of combatant-increasingly advocated by states. These shifts track the states' interest in defining combatant more or less restrictively. After WWII, mindful of the dangers of conventional warfare, states sought to define membership restrictively as covering only regular members of the armed forces. The only accepted exception was drawn up on the basis of states' experience with partisans. Today, the shift back to a more membership-based standard can be attributed to the challenges states face when contending with terror and indiscriminate warfare at the hands of irregulars. In this specific context, the constraints of membership-only standard have led states to revert to a more activity-based conception of combatant status. The point is that the definition of combatant has traditionally reflected states' concerns and the geopolitical realities of the moment. What this Article suggests is to
continue this tradition, keep in mind that the legal provisions are merely the expression of basic principles, and adapt our understanding of legal provisions to new realities and challenges—as has historically been the case.

C. Note on Non-International Armed Conflict

For purposes of the principle of distinction, the involvement of non-state actors in non-international armed conflicts raises one important question. Given the technical nature of humanitarian law, there are no combatants stricto sensu in non-international armed conflicts as combatants are defined in the context of the Third Geneva Convention and Additional Protocol I, both of which apply to international armed conflict. If there are no combatants in non-international armed conflicts, how can there be a duty to distinguish between civilians and combatants?

*355 Noting this important feature of non-international armed conflicts, the Customary International Humanitarian Law study explains that, in non-international armed conflicts, the term “combatant” is used in the generic sense to refer to “persons who do not enjoy the protection against attack accorded to civilians, but does not imply a right to combatant status or prisoner of war status.” [FN107] Similarly, the International Committee of the Red Cross's Interpretive Guidance on the Notion of Direct Participation in Hostilities considers that “for the purposes of the principle of distinction in non-international armed conflict” civilians are those individuals who are neither members of the state's armed forces nor members of the armed forces of a non-state party. [FN108]

These statements underscore the continued relevance of the principle of distinction, even in non-international armed conflicts. In such conflicts, the obligation to distinguish between protected and unprotected individuals holds, and for such limited purposes, unprotected individuals are actually comparable to combatants in international armed conflicts. [FN109]

IV. Conclusion

This Article has focused its attention on two meta-issues that arise whenever a non-state actor is involved in hostilities: reciprocity and distinction. Contending with these issues is indispensable as they affect the applicability of accepted legal principles to virtually all modern conflicts—whether they involve private military companies, well-organized guerrilla armies, or terror organizations.

With respect to the applicability of the laws of war to conflicts involving this type of actors, the laws themselves provide only a confusing answer to the myriad of questions that arise. Do al-Qaeda militants deserve the benefits of the laws of war? Are there minimum unilateral standards that constrain states even when fighting a non-compliant actor? I have argued that while the role of reciprocity in international humanitarian law should not be undermined, the laws of war should continue to apply even when reciprocity is lacking. This conclusion is warranted both by a technical analysis of the intention of the Geneva Conventions and by an evolving consensus regarding minimum humanitarian obligations applicable to all. By the Geneva *356 Conventions' own somewhat convoluted terms, reciprocity was never made a prerequisite to the application of the laws of war, except in the case of international armed conflicts involving
entities that do not apply or respect the laws of war. In such conflicts, and in such conflicts only, a state may be absolved of some of its obligations in light of the refusal of the non-state to comply with the laws of war.

While Common Article 2 would set aside the Geneva Conventions in those circumstances, it is well-accepted today that, at a minimum, certain core norms of humanitarian law apply to all actors in all armed conflicts. In light of the growing consensus on the constant applicability of minimum humanitarian standards, I conclude that in most conflicts (whether international or non-international) the absence of reciprocity will not affect the applicability of the laws of war. The only situation in which part of humanitarian law—and not all of it—may be relaxed is an international armed conflict involving a state and a noncompliant non-state entity, such as a transnational terrorist network. Further analysis is required to examine what rules, in substance, may be set aside or relaxed in such a conflict.

I then examined the challenges of applying the laws of war to non-state actors. Most norms of international humanitarian law have evolved from the principle of distinction, which calls on combatants to distinguish themselves from the civilian population and on commanders to distinguish between civilian and military objectives. The hybrid nature of non-state entities—they fall somewhere along the continuum separating civilians and combatants—makes any application of the principle of distinction to these entities extremely difficult. Non-state actors do not fall neatly within the categories of actors entitled to the guarantees and protections (as well as the obligations) contemplated by the Geneva Conventions. This situation is not only adverse to the interests of non-state participants in warfare, it also (and perhaps most importantly) hurts the civilian population, whose protection cannot be properly ensured. [FN110]

This Article suggested a way to overcome issues of distinction in conflicts involving non-state entities. The formal and technical requirements of the contemporary laws of war should be interpreted to allow certain non-state actors to accede to combatant status—depending, inter alia, on whether they act on behalf of a state, respect the laws of war, and conduct military-like activities on a regular basis. This can be done by interpreting the definition of combatant status*357 contained in Article 4 of the Third Geneva Convention within its proper historical and legal contexts. This provision was meant to set forth the requirements for prisoner of war status under the Geneva Conventions—not the assessment of who is a combatant and who is a civilian. Instead of resting solely on Article 4, our understanding of combatant status should be informed by formulations of the principle of distinction which preceded and followed the adoption of the Geneva Conventions. This broader understanding of combatant status not only takes into account a long line of religious, historical, and legal tradition; it also upholds the law’s objective to extend protection to as many actors as possible in time of war. [FN111]
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[FN92]. See Additional Protocol I, supra note 36.

[FN93]. Id. art. 43(1) (emphasis added).

[FN94]. Id.

[FN95]. Id.


[FN97]. Anthony Rogers, Combatant Status, in Perspectives on the ICRC Study on Customary International Humanitarian Law (Elizabeth Wilmshurst & Susane Breau eds., 2008) (doubting whether Article 43 of Additional Protocol I has become customary international law).


[FN99]. Incidentally, extending international humanitarian law (IHL) protections to as many persons as possible was one of the declared goals of the Geneva Conventions. See generally Commander Gregory Noone, Prisoners of War in the 21st Century: Issues in Modern Warfare, 50 Naval L. Rev. 1, 13 (2004); Stanislaw Nahlik, L'Extension du Statut de Combatant a la Lumire du Protocol I de Gen ve de 1977, Recueil des Cours 213 (1979); Diplomatic Conference, Prisoner of War, Third Meeting, Apr. 27, 1949, at 242; Hungarian Delegation, Joint Comm. on Common Articles, First Meeting, at 11; Delegation of the Netherlands, CDDH/SR. 41, 142 (41st plenary meeting, May 26, 1977).
Third Geneva Convention, supra note 2, art. 4(A)(1)-(2) (emphasis added). The four conditions are: being commanded by a person responsible for his subordinates, having a fixed distinctive sign recognizable at a distance, carrying arms openly, and conducting their operations in accordance with the laws of war.

Id. art. 4(A)(2).

Pictet Commentary, supra note 21, at 57.

Additional Protocol I, supra note 36, art. 43(1).


Interpretive Guidance, supra note 53, at 23.

This is true in spite of the debate surrounding Article 43's customary nature. I do not suggest that the requirements of Article 4 have become irrelevant. Rather, I argue for a slightly less restrictive interpretation of these requirements.

Id.

See Interpretive Guidance, supra note 53, at 16.

See Rogers, supra note 97, at 109 (“[s]o there is a difference in the Study between ‘combatant which denotes somebody taking an active part in hostilities’ and ‘combatant status,’ which implies more but does not apply in non-international armed conflicts”).

Interpretive Guidance, supra note 53, at 70 (noting that the confusion and uncertainty as to the distinction between legitimate targets and persons protected against direct attacks has resulted in civilians being “more likely to fall victim to erroneous or arbitrary targeting, while armed forces-unable to properly identify their adversary-run an increased risk of being attacked by persons they cannot distinguish from the civilian population.”).

See supra note 99.
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